Operations Manager Position

Operations Manager Job Description

ATMAX Equipment Co. is a fast growing, privately held, company in Tampa FL that manufactures and distributes industrial mowers, under the brand name MowerMax, primarily for cities, counties and state DOTs. ATMAX is looking for an Operations Manager to oversee the overall manufacturing process to ensure optimized production and return on assets. This would include but not be limited to:

1. Managing the manufacturing staff including welders, painters, sub-assemblers and assemblers.
2. Continue implementing lean/six sigma manufacturing processes
3. Oversee all quality control
4. Oversee inventory and help with purchasing
5. Oversee hiring of the manufacturing staff
6. Work closely with the President and Operations Engineer on production and sales growth

Prerequisites

1. 10-15 years of work experience in a similar manufacturing environment
2. Good understanding welding/fabrication, hydraulics, 12v systems and diesel engines
3. Undergraduate degree, preferably in Agricultural, Mechanical, or Industrial Engineering
4. Ability to continue implementing lean/six sigma manufacturing processes
5. Has even temperament and gets along with others easily
6. Extremely neat and organized
7. Highly skilled at MS Word and Excel
8. A general knowledge of SolidWorks 3D software

Compensation & Benefits

Salary: Negotiable
Bonus: Annual bonus based on discretion of management
Health Insurance: Fully covered for Employee with full family coverage available, paid by employee
Moving Allowance: Reimbursed up to $7,500

Contact if Interested: Tim Ward, President timw@mowermax.com 813-781-1888

6902 East 7th Ave
Tampa FL 33619
www.MOWERMAX.com